Tee It Up For Sounds

Activities for Small Group Intervention
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Directions

You Will Need:

- Golf tee (one for each student in the group)
- Red marker or crayon
- Paper puncher for single holes

To Assemble Your Activity:

- Print the activity on cardstock
- Punch out the small gray circles on each card
- Turn over a card. With the marker, put a circle around the punched hole of the correct letter choice. For example, on the “moon” card, you will put a red circle around the open hole behind the “m” on the backside of the card.
- Laminate cards if desired
- Clip the sharp end of the golf tee so that it has a blunt end (sanding works, too)

Teaching Directions:

Provide each student with a Tee It Up card and a golf tee. Tell the students that they are to find the correct letter for either the beginning or ending sound of a word and place their tee in the correct hole. When a choice has been made, they can turn the card over and the tee will be poking through the red circle.

Teacher: This is a picture of a “duck”. Which letter do you think “duck” begins with? Is it a “d”, “f” or “b”?

Student: Places the tee through the “d” hole and checks the back of the card to see if the hole is red.
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